
A true story.



Every material used in the production of our products is 
subjected to rigorous testing in our Quality Laboratory. Every 
piece in our collection is made by hand. As a handmade 
product, it is by its nature different from others. The distinctive 
marks on the leather do not represent flaws. On the contrary, 
they are proof of its authenticity and the skill of our master 
tanners, who conserve and enhance these features. None 
of the seams that follow the contours of our sofas can ever 
be identical to any of the others. This is not imperfection, it 
is the uniqueness that comes from the eyes, the hands and 
the experience of our artisans: the tools of the trade that still 
represent our most advanced and reliable technology.

The difference 
that Value makes.
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Values
Ethics, transparency, social responsi-
bility and sustainability: the values that 
guide our creations.

90
Serene strength
All the security of gentle comfort and 
welcoming forms, encapsulating the 
charm of a timeless style. 

112
Index of the collection
Discover the entire Natuzzi Editions collec-
tion, split by product category.

6
The mark of leather
A natural material that we have always 
handled and loved. A covering that en-
dures over time and improves its aesthet-
ic qualities with each passing year. 

9
A collection of stories
Our creations become characters in true 
stories. Some of these stories are the 
theme of our 2019 catalogue.

10
Dynamic changes 
Our eclectic, versatile sofas have a linear, 
modern design. For comfort that is 
always tailored to your desires.

50
An instinct for excellence 
The endless details of our sofas, devised 
by our designers for people who love to 
dare, with elegance.

Discover the entire Natuzzi Editions 
collection, split by product category.
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Q U A L I T Y

The wood used in the frames comes 
exclusively from renewable forests 
and is transformed in our carpentry 
workshop. The polyurethane we 
use for the padding is Ecoflex®. It is 
produced without the use of freon or 
other expanding substances by Impe, 
a Natuzzi Group company. Our OHSAS 
18001 Certification formalises our 
commitment to the safety and health of 
our employees in the workplace.

E T H I C S
Ethics, transparency, social responsibility and environmental sustainability 
are our values. To ensure respect for these values and our quality standards, 
we control the entire production process across every phase of the value 
chain. The leather is processed in the Group's tannery in Italy.

The values that make 
the difference.

M A D E  I N  N A T U Z Z I

Our sofas are produced 
exclusively in Natuzzi 
Group sites, where skilled 
craftsmen handle every 
phase of production. 
An unrivalled human 
and professional capital, 
developed over 60 
years of history.
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Every hide is unique: wrinkles, scars, insect bites, stretch 
marks, varying shades of colour and differences in 
grain do not represent flaws. On the contrary, they are 
proof of the authenticity of the product. Leather is a 
natural material that endures over time and improves 
its aesthetic qualities with each passing year. Our vast 
experience in tanning makes Natuzzi an absolute 
benchmark in the production of leather sofas. In the 
Natuzzi Group tannery, the leather is selected and 
processed through a combination of craftsmanship and 
innovative technology, to ensure quality and respect for 
the environment. Natuzzi's considerable expertise in the 
field of leather results in the widest and most diverse 
range of articles and colours available on the market. Our 
fine, soft Natural, leathers are worked in such a way as 
to leave the natural features of the hides intact. Protecta 
leathers, thanks to their invisible protective layer, are 
more hardwearing and ideal for everyday life, especially 
in families with children and pets. 

The mark of leather

V A L U E



A collection of stories

Every time we create a new piece in our collec-
tion, we imagine the eyes of those who will see 
it, the bodies of those who will use it, and the 
hearts of those who will love it. Studying shapes, 
researching new functions, paying attention to 
detail, carefully selecting materials, ensuring 
high-quality results: we do all this with the aim 
of satisfying desires and provoking an emotion-
al reaction. Our sofas become characters in sto-

ries that are true, and therefore unique.  Some 
of these stories are the theme of our 2019 cata-
logue: six original stories, written for us by Mor-
gana Animobono, Francesca Delcarro and Denise 
Tshimanga, three young writers, all graduates in 
Writing and Storytelling from the Mohole School 
in Milan. Moments of life that accompany the pic-
tures of our new collection, providing insights 
into the extraordinary humanity that inspired it.

Find out more at natuzzieditions.com

Your stories. Our story.



Everything changes. Interests, feelings, friends, habits, and 
places all change. Even our homes change, in line with new 
needs or new arrivals. We have an ever growing need for 
modularity and versatility. That's why many of our models 
are sectional, equipped with space-saving systems and stor-
age compartments, and also available as sofa beds. For a 
living area that’s always tailored to your desires and always 
connected to a changing world. So you always feel at home.

A world tailored 
to your desires, 
always open to 
new ideas.

D Y N A M I C  C H A N G E S
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1.TALENTO leather SOFA (L225xD95xH80). Also available 
in fabric and microfibre, in over  100 colours. 2.TALENTO 
fabric ARMCHAIR with wooden side table (L110xD95xH80). 
3.COFFEE TABLE APOSTROFO in transparent curved glass 
(L121xD60xH35). 4. CUSHIONS FROM THE ABBRACCIO 
COLLECTION (L42xP32). Available in a variety of coverings, 
shapes and colours. 

Talento
The star of the series 
has become an icon 
of relaxation.

1

4

Available in a variety of configurations 
including: fabric sofa with chaise longue 
(L261xD157/95xH80). 

2

3
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5

6

5.TALENTO fabric ARMCHAIR with wooden armrest, (L104xD95xH80). Also available 
in leather and microfibre, in over 100 colours. 6.ORIGINS RUG, grey (D200xL300). 
Composition: 70% wool, 30% cotton, colours: aubergine, coffee and sky. 



A  C O L L E C T I O N  O F  S T O R I E S

CUSTOMISE YOUR ARMCHAIR, 
YOU CAN EVEN CHOOSE IT 
WITH A HANDY WOODEN SIDE TABLE

Talento

I've never liked packing things away. Things get 
lost. And I like to keep everything. The ticket 
for the Andy Warhol exhibition I saw on holi-
day in Otranto the summer of my third year at 
high school, the receipt from my first date with 
Alice, the polaroid of my grandpa in the clinic. 
I miss grandpa's house. It was in the suburbs, 
like a new home. In the evenings, he and I 
would sit on the sofa bed and watch television. 
Grandpa would bring me ice cream and we 
would eat it straight from the tub. I wouldn't 

have dreamed of doing that with mum, but 
she was at work and my grandpa would tell 
her lies, to keep her quiet. I look at the photo 
again, then I look at my room, and the boxes 
for the move. My grandpa's stuff includes the 
photo, a Sherlock Holmes book and a pillow-
case for the sofa bed. Mum calls me. She says 
"it's getting late" and I reply “coming". Instead 
I lie down on the bed and close my eyes. I've 
never liked packing to go away. In the new 
home I'll feel free, like I did with grandpa.

Polaroid
di Denise Tshimanga
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Estasi
Seductive design with 
a vintage touch and 
a glamorous style.

1.CUSHIONS FROM THE SORRISI COL-
LECTION (D50xP32). Available in a variety of                
coverings, shapes and colours. 2.GENTILE COF-
FEE TABLE (L51xD40xH59).

1

THE LEATHER PIPING HIGHLIGHTS THE 
SOFA'S SINUOUS SILHOUETTE: CHOOSE IT 

IN YOUR FAVOURITE COLOUR

Estasi

2
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7

3

6

5

8

4

3.ESTASI fabric SOFA with chaise longue 
(L296xD157/94xH81). 4.ESTASI leather LOVE-
SEAT (L181xD94xH81). 5.FLATWEAVE RUG, 
anthracite (D200xL300). Also available in 
blue, yellow and grey colours. 6.LINDOS 
COFFEE TABLE with curved crystal struc-
ture, (L120xD62xH42). Also available in a 
smaller size (L50xD60xH56) and a console 
version. 7.NARCISO SIDEBOARD anthracite 
colour powder coated metal structure, elm 
finish top (L180xD45xH67). Also available 
with coffee colour structure and beaver 
finish top. 8.SAGACE, yellow ceramic VASE 
(L19xD8xH38). 9.FORTUNATO ceramic VASE 
(L13xD13xH13.5). 10.Fabric OTTOMAN with  
leather contrast piping (L58x58xH42). Also 
available in leather.

Available in a variety of configurations, 
including: fabric armchair (L107xP94xH81), 

fabric sofa (L211xP94xH81).

9

10
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1.STELLARE SOFA with power sliding movement that turns  
the sofa into a bed (L211xD103/126xH81). Available in mix  
(fabric and leather) coverings only. 2.GUIZZO VASE (Ø26). 
3.ORIGINS RUG, sky (D200xL300). Composition: 70% wool, 
30% cotton. Also available in aubergine, coffee and grey. 
4.CORDIALE VASE, pewter colour (L22xH35).

Stellare
Simply brilliant.

3

4

1

SOFA BED

2
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5

Sliding seat transforms sofa
 into a confortable bed.

On previous page 
5.OPALE CONSOLE with anthracite colour powder coated metal structure, grey elm 
finish top and smoke colour glass (L40xD100xH61.50). Also available with coffee colour 
powder coated structure, beaver finish top and bronze colour glass. 

Power activation buttons on side panel.
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A  C O L L E C T I O N  O F  S T O R I E S

NOTHING IS EVER AS IT SEEMS
Stellare

Another fuss in the ward, another night shift at the 
hospital. But at daycare the teacher said that Viola 
doesn't sleep in the afternoon and that she's the 
only one in her class who starts crying when they try 
to put her to bed. They think she’s cranky. When they 
told me, I didn't say anything. I just smiled. I didn't 
reply that she can't sleep because she misses me, 
that lately I often work nights and she has to stay at 
home with her dad. I just let it go. And I let it go be-

cause tonight someone else will sort out the fuss in 
the ward. Tonight I'm not working: I can't wait to go 
home, play with Viola and Claudio with crayons or 
puppets, sing a song from their favourite TV show, 
then heat the lasagna and eat it together, blowing 
on it first. I can't wait. I'm at home. I hug Viola. Her 
eyes are lively but she's all yawns. I take the crayons. 
I lie down on the sofa. She's on top. Claudio's in the 
kitchen. We fall asleep before eight o'clock.

Goodnight
di Denise Tshimanga
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Clean and renewable, 
our energy. 

For us, being committed to sustainable development 
is a responsibility, but also an opportunity, because it 
represents a forward-looking investment for the coming 
generations. That's why, for example, on the roofs of 
our Headquarters in Puglia we have installed 21,000 
photovoltaic panels that, with an estimated power of 
about 4.5 megawatts, ensure a reduction of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emissions in the atmosphere of 3,400 tonnes per 
year, equivalent to the annual emission produced by about 
1,200 cars.
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2

1
5

Fascino
The discreet elegance of 
comfort. Day and night.

SOFA BED
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Choose either an ecological, hypoallergenic and antibacterial Greenplus mattress 
or Memory foam mattress which adapts perfectly to your body.

Also available with black chromed metal feet.

8.FASCINO fabric SOFA BED 
(L85xD212/100xH84).

6
76.MAD MAN  blue RUG (D200xL280). Also 

available in gold and grey colours. 7.FLAT-
WEAVE RUG grey (D200xL300). Also availa-
ble in blue, yellow and  anthracite colours. 

On previous page
1.FASCINO fabric SOFA (L195xD100xH84). 
Available in leather and microfibre, in over 100 
colours. Also available in different configura-
tions. 2.PERLA WRITING DESK with anthra-
cite colour powder coated metal structure, 
elm finish top (L140xD42xH72). Also available 
with coffee colour structure and smoked oak 
top. 3.OTTOMAN in grey fabric (L54xD54xH37). 
Also available in leather and microfibre. 
4.CERAMIC FAT PLANT artisan hand-made 
product (Ø15). 5.CUSHIONS FROM THE 
SORRISI COLLECTION (L50xD32). Available 
in a variety of coverings, shapes and colours.

THE SOFA THAT 
BECOMES A 

BED IN JUST 5 
SECONDS.

Fascino

8
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Quiete
The timeless classic 
of comfort.
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3

7

6

5It can come with either wooden or metal legs.

On previous page 
1.QUIETE  fabric corner SOFA with wooden 
feet (L237xD162/94xH84). Available in leath-
er and microfibre, in over 100 colours. Also 
available in different configurations. 2.VANI-
TOSA SIDEBOARD with coffee colour powder 
coated metal structure and beaver finishing 
furnishing features, coffee painted MDF tray 
(L183xD48xH65). Also available with anthra-
cite colour powder coated metal structure 
and elm finishing furnishing features, yellow 
painted MDF tray. 

Available in a variety of configurations, 
including: fabric armchair (L82xP94xH84). 
Two cushions fabric sofa (L194xP94xH84).

3.QUIETE fabric OTTOMAN (L94xD70xH49). 
Also available in leather and microfibre, in 
over 100 colours and with brushed nickel 
metal and moka colour feet. 4.CUSHIONS 
FROM THE ABBRACCIO COLLECTION 
(L42xD42). Available in a variety of coverings, 
shapes and colours. 5.FLATWEAVE RUG, grey 
(D200xL300). Also available in blue, yellow 
and anthracite colours. 6.SAHARA RUG, rope 
(D190xL270). Also available in beige. 7.GUIZ-
ZO ceramic VASE (Ø26).

ESSENTIAL DESIGN, RETRO 
INSPIRATION

Quiete



Leale
Your most reliable companion 
in any situation.

3

2

1

4

6

5
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9 8

Sofa with superb comfort and compact di-
mensions, characterized by a low, deep seat 
and a high back.

On previous page 
1-2.LEALE three cushions leather SOFA 
(L212xD95xH93). Two cushions fabric sofa 
(L212xD95xH93). Available in different con-
figurations. 3.CUSHIONS FROM THE SOR-
RISI COLLECTION (L50xD50). Available in 
a variety of coverings, shapes and colours. 
4.Fabric OTTOMAN with leather contrast 
piping (L58xD58xH42). Also available in 
leather. 5.COCCOLA polyester PLANT POT 
COVER (L17). 6.CABARET COFFEE TABLE 
with dark brown opaque painted metal 
structure and smoked coffee colour top. 
(L90xD90xH34). Also available in etched 
glass.

7.SAHARA RUG, rope (D190xL270). Also 
available in beige colour. 8.LEALE leather 
ARMCHAIR (L92xD95xH93). Also available 
in fabric and microfibre, in over 100 colours. 
9.CERAMIC FAT PLANT artisan hand-made 
product (D15), (D10). 10.FLATWEAVE RUG, 
grey (D200xL300). Also available in blue, yel-
low and anthracite colours.

THE VALUE OF TRADITION 
CRAFTED INTO EVERY DETAIL

Leale
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The sofa's backrest is higher than usual, 
to give your body and extra touch of relaxation.

1.GARBO fabric SOFA with storage chaise longue (L226x-
D164/99xH91). Also available in leather and microfibre, in 
over 100 colours. 2.COCCOLA polyester (L17) PLANT POT 
COVER. 3.VANITOSA SIDEBOARD with anthracite colour 
powder coated metal structure and elm finishing furnishing 
features, yellow painted MDF tray (L183xD48xH65). Also avail-
able with coffee colour powder coated metal structure and 
beaver finishing furnishing features, coffee painted MDF tray. 

Garbo
For anyone looking 
for intensive rest, 
at nighttime too.

1

SOFA BED

Available in a variety of configurations, including: 
armchair (L83xD99xH91). 
Corner sofa (L296xD235/99xH91). 

3

2
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IN FEW SECONDS IT BECOMES 
A COMFORTABLE BED 

WITH MEMORY FOAM MATTRESS

Garbo

6

7

5

4

4.PERLA WRITING DESK with anthracite colour powder coated metal structure, elm fin-
ish top (L140xD42xH72). Also available with coffee colour structure and smoked oak top. 
5.FABRIC SOFA BED with storage chaise longue, memory foam mattress with remova-
ble covering (L193xD140xH17). 6.FLATWEAVE RUG, grey (D200xL300). Also available in 
blue, anthracite and yellow colours. 7.ORIGINS RUG, grey (D200xL300). Composition: 
70% wool, 30% cotton, colours: aubergine, coffee and sky. 8.CUSHIONS FROM THE 
SORRISI COLLECTION (L50xD32). Available in a variety of coverings, shapes and col-
ours. 9.CERAMIC FAT PLANT artisan hand-made product (Ø15).

8

9
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Lunare
Sweet dreams. 

1

4

5

3

2

1.LUNARE fabric BED (L180xD224xH101). Also avail-
able in microfibre, in over 100 colours. 2.NARCISO 
SIDEBOARD anthracite colour powder coated metal 
structure, elm finish top (L180xD45xH67). Also availa-
ble with coffee colour structure and beaver finish top.                
3.ORIGINS RUG, sky (D200xL300). Composition: 70% 
wool, 30% cotton. Also available in aubergine, coffee 
and grey. 4.OPALE CONSOLE with anthracite colour 
powder coated metal structure, grey elm finish top and 
smoke colour glass (L40xD100xH61.5). Also available 
with coffee colour powder coated structure, beaver 
finish top and bronze colour glass. 5.CORDIALE VASE, 
pewter colour (L22xH35).
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6.LUNARE fabric storage BED  (L180x-
D224xH101/132). Also available in microfibre, 
in over 100 colours. 7.INCANTEVOLE king 
size satin BED LINEN, contains a bottom and 
top sheet and two pillowcases. 8.INCANTE-
VOLE king size DUVET COVER with satin but-
tons and two pillowcases. 9.DOUBLE KING 
SIZE QUILT.

10.SAHARA RUG rope (D190xL270). Also avail-
able in beige. 11.Fabric  storage OTTOMAN, 
(L66xD66xH43). Also available in a larger ver-
sion (L84xD69xH47).

6

Available with large storage compartment and a two-position 
opening mechanism: the first for easily making the bed, 

the second for storing bedlinen and other objects.
11

10

7-8-9



The best in 
comfort for those 
who demand the 
best, starting 
with themselves.

You have a busy life. Appointments, meetings, commitments. 
But it's the life you've chosen. And it brings excitement every day. 
But when you're home, you have only one appointment. With 
yourself. With the people you love. You always want the best at 
work, and you always want the best at home. The endless op-
tions of our sofas have been devised by our designers for people 
like you, who strive for excellence in every moment of life and are 
always looking for technologically advanced solutions.

A N  I N S T I N C T  F O R  E X C E L L E N C E
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The slanted metal legs shine from below to add 
an impactful touch of style.

1-2.AUDACIA three cushions leather SOFA (L264x-
D102xH82). Two cushions fabric sofa (L236xD102xH82). 
Available in leather, fabric and microfibre, in over 100 col-
ours. 3.Fabric storage OTTOMAN, (L66xD66xH43). 4.LIN-
DO VASES Heart and Cactus. 5.ORIGINS RUG, coffee 
(D200xL300). Composition: 70% wool, 30% cotton, colours: 
aubergine, grey and sky. 6.Fabric OTTOMAN with leather 
contrast piping (L58xD58xH42). Also available in leather. 
7. WRITING DESK coffee colour powder coated metal struc-
ture, smoked oak finish top (L140xD42xH72). Also available 
with anthracite colour structure and grey elm top. 

Audacia
For those who love 
to dream, in style.

6

7

5

2

4

1

3

Available in a variety of configurations, including: 
sofa with chaise (L332xD165/102xH82).
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9

9
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8 8.PACIFICO vibrant red ceramic VASE (L28xD28xH19). Also available in flame red colour. 
9.INCANTO HOME FRAGRANCE Flowers of the desert 100 ml. Also available in a range 
of fragrances: Arabian amber, Sea Breeze and Vanilla and Patchouli.  10.CUSHIONS 
FROM THE ABBRACCIO COLLECTION (L42xD42). Available in a variety of coverings, 
shapes and colours. 
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The TallFemale is a yelling bore. She says No! 
Don't climb on the table. No! Don't drink from 
the taps. No! Don't scratch the carpet. Fortu-
nately, in the morning I'm on my own and I can 
do what I want. I jump onto the table. I lick the 
tap. I pull threads from the carpet. Then, when 
she comes back, I sit on the sofa. Yeah, the sofa is 
my favourite place. Up here I can relax. But today 
the TallFemale was all weird. She was jumping 
around. She was laughing to herself. She's gone 

mad, I thought. Then she threw herself onto the 
sofa, making me jump away, and stayed there, 
smiling into space with her face all red. I plucked 
up my courage. I walked over the cushions and 
gave her a head butt. Water came out of her 
eyes. I licked it, and it was salty. The TallFemale 
looked at me. She held me close. I felt her wet 
nose against my head and then I began to purr. 
"Me and him are getting married," she said to 
me. “Miao," I said to her.

The Sofa
di Francesca Delcarro
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Design and innovation 
in our DNA.

The design of our models begins in the Italian Style Center, 
in Puglia, where a team of designers, interior decorators 
and colour specialists studies trends, conceives new ideas 
and creates our innovative range of sofas and armchairs. 
We have always invested in research and innovation, 
interpreting and anticipating consumer desires. Leafing 
through this catalogue, you will discover how our passion 
for design and for seeking ever more innovative solutions 
represents a true vocation, one that is written in our DNA.
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Trionfo
A triumph of personalised 
comfort.

1

2

3

4
5

6

RECLINER SOFA
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Cubicomfort™ Triple-Motion 
Technology: three indipendent 
and power motion mechanisms 
for each seat.

On previous page 
1.TRIONFO three-seater leather SOFA 
(L215xD105xH79/103. Available in over 100 
colours and in different configurations. 
2.PACIFICO vibrant red ceramic VASE 
(L28xD28xH19). Also available in flame red 
colour. 3.ORIGINS RUG, grey (D200xL300). 
Composition: 70% wool, 30% cotton, col-
ours: aubergine, coffee and sky. 4.MAD 
MAN grey RUG (D200xL280). Also available 
in gold and blue colours. 5.Fabric storage 
OTTOMAN (L66xD66xH43). 6.MUSA BOOK-
CASE coffee colour powder coated metal 
structure, smoked oak finish top (L157x-
D33xH175). Also available with anthracite 
colour structure and grey elm finish top. 

7.CUSHIONS FROM THE ABBRACCIO COL-
LECTION (L42xD32). Available in a variety of 
coverings, shapes and colours. 

7

The Natuzzi Editions 
Sofa Control app allows 

you to choose and 
memorise your favourite 

relaxation position on your 
smartphone via Bluetooth.
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This contemporary styled sofa is a triumph of customizable comfort.
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RECLINER SOFA

Stupore
A new emotion 
every time.

Power motion mechanism and power adjust-
able headrest for each seat. The ergonomic 
seat with built in lumbar support for guaran-
teed relaxation.
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1.STUPORE  leather SOFA with chaise 
longue (L255xD158/100xH88/101). Also 
available in fabric and microfibre, in over 
100 colours. 2.NARCISO SIDEBOARD with 
doors, anthracite colour powder coated 
metal structure, smoked oak finish top 
(L180xD45xH67.40). Also available with an-
thracite colour structure and elm finish top. 
3.CERAMIC FAT PLANT artisan hand-made 
product (Ø22). 4-7.CABARET COFFEE TABLE 
with polished chrome metal structure and 
tempered white etched glass top. In the fore-
ground (L90xD90xH34). Side, (L45xD45xH54). 
Also available in other colours. 5.ORIGINS 
RUG, grey (D200xL300). Composition: 70% 
wool, 30% cotton. Also available in aubergine, 
coffee and sky. 6.CUSHIONS FROM THE AB-
BRACCIO COLLECTION (L42xD42). Available 
in a variety of coverings, shapes and colours. 

3

4

Available in a variety of 
configurations, including: 

fabric armchair (L92xP100xH88).
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CALMA fabric ARMCHAIR with swivel base (L90xD91xH105). 
Also available in leather.

Marco was obsessed with the sofa. He ate there, 
slept there, and worked there. "If I could have 
a place to sit like you sit there, I'd pay for it in 
gold," Marta said thoughtfully, putting on her 
sandals to go out. It was the most important 
moment in Marco's life. He closed the project 
he was working on, opened a new one and 
began to draw lines in the infinite space be-
hind the screen. A few days later, wearing his 
shirt and tie over his pyjama shorts, Marco was 

video-calling his boss. "Yes, sir: a house built 
around the sofa. A house where you can easily 
get everything you need from the sofa, without 
having to get up too much." He hesitated for a 
second. "People would pay for it in gold!" On 
the other side of the monitor, his boss stroked 
his groomed beard. "All right, Locatelli. Let's try 
this crazy idea." And he ended the call. At that 
moment Marta passed by, looking for some-
thing. Marco jumped up and kissed her.

The Vocation
di Morgana Animobono



Estroso
Creativity clothed

 in elegance.
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3
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2

1.ESTROSO leather SOFA (L231xD108xH68/88). 
Available in over 100 colours. Available in  
different configurations. 2.LINDOS COF-
FEE TABLE in transparent curved glass 
(L120xD62xH42). 3.PATINA RUG, anthra-
cite (D200xL290). Also available in grey, 
brick, gold and turquoise. 4.SAHARA 
RUG rope (D190xL270). Also available in 
beige. 5.CUSHIONS FROM THE SORRI-
SI COLLECTION (L50xP50). Available in a 
variety of coverings, shapes and colours.

Available in a variety of configurations, 
including:  sofa with chaise longue 
(L271xD170/108xH68/88).

THE IDEAL SHAPE 
OF COMFORT

Estroso

1
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Meraviglia
The sofa for the whole family, 
that will never stop 
surprising you.

1.MERAVIGLIA fabric SOFA, including a power reclining 
chair, an innovative console with space for cup holders  and 
reading lights (L324xD105xH78/98). 2. MERAVIGLIA fabric 
storage OTTOMAN (L84xD70xH42). Also available in leather 
and microfibre, in over 100 colours. 

2

5

1

2

RECLINER SOFA
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3

4

5

3.BRAVO VASE (L18.7xD18.7xH18), cream blue colour. 4.CABARET COFFEE TA-
BLE with polished chrome metal structure and grey opaque porcelain stoneware 
top (L45xD45xH53). Also available in other colours. 5.CUSHIONS FROM THE 
SORRISI COLLECTION (L50xD50). Available in a variety of coverings, shapes and 
colours.
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The Zero Wall space saving system 
allows the sofa to recline even 

when it is positioned close to the wall.

8-9

SOFA BED



FAULTLESS FORMAL 
ELEGANCE

Meraviglia

2

3

1

4
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On previous page
1.MERAVIGLIA leather SOFA with storage 
chaise longue (L234xD169/105xH78/98). Also 
available in fabric and microfibre, in over 100 
colours. 2.CUSHIONS FROM THE SORRISI 
COLLECTION (L50xD50). Available in a variety 
of coverings, shapes and colours. 3.CABARET 
COFFEE TABLE with polished chrome metal 
structure and grey porcelain stoneware top.  In 
the foreground (L90xD90xH34). Side to right, 
(L45xD45xH54). Also available  in etched glass 
and in other colours. 4.BRAVO VASE, cream blue 
colour (L18.7xD18.7xH18),  (L22.4xD22.4xH36). 

The leather piping highlights the entire 
silhouette of the sofa.
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Carisma
Timeless style and 
precious details.

The capitonné backrest is a masterpiece 
of craftsmanship.

THE CLASSIC 
OF CLASSICS

Carisma
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5
6

7

8

1.CARISMA leather SOFA (L230xD95xH71), 
in over 100 colours. Fabric loveseat (L168x-
D95xH71). Also available in other configu-
rations. 2.MUSA BOOKCASE coffee colour 
powder coated metal structure, smoked oak 
finish top (L157xD33xH175). Also available 
with anthracite colour structure and grey 
elm finish top. 3.CUSHIONS FROM THE 
SORRISI COLLECTION (L50xP32). Available 
in a variety of coverings, shapes and colours. 
4-8.CABARET COFFEE TABLE with polished 
chrome metal structure. In the foreground 
(L90xD90xH34). Side to left, (L45xD45xH54). 
Also available with tempered white etched 
glass. 5.MAD MAN grey RUG (D200xL280). 
Also available in blue and gold colours. 
6.ORIGINS RUG, grey (D200xL300). Compo-
sition: 70% wool, 30% cotton, colours: au-
bergine, coffee and sky. 7.INCANTO HOME 
FRAGRANCE Flowers of the desert. 100 ml. 
Available in a range of fragrances: Arabian 
amber, Sea Breeze, Vanilla and Patchouli. 

Also available as armchair 
(L106xP95xH71).

1

2

3

4



Lunare
Sweet dreams. 

2

Your home, the 
pleasure of coming 
back to the place 
that's always yours.

You have travelled your whole life. And maybe you're still 
travelling. You feel you are citizen of the world, but the 
place that will always be yours remains your home. Here 
is where you find your peace and your balance. Life gets 
coloured with subtle nuances, but passions never subside. 
You experience versatility as a conquest. You love to relax 
by yourself or welcome friends and relatives. Getting to-
gether again in a Natuzzi Editions living room, and telling 
each other about your experiences, brings new emotions 
every time you have a party. Indeed, getting together in the 
living room is a party in itself. 

S E R E N E  S T R E N G T H
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N A T U Z Z I  E D I T I O N SSolare
Perfection is 

in the details.

1

2

RECLINER SOFA

1.SOLARE leather SOFA (L221xD105xH79/98). 
Also available in fabric and microfibre, in over 
100 colours. 2.FORTUNATO ceramic VASE 
(L3xD13xH13.5). 
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3

4

5

WARM UP YOUR SPACES

3.MUSA BOOKCASE coffee colour powder coated metal structure and smoked oak fin-
ish top (L157xD33xH175). Also available with anthracite colour structure and grey elm 
finish top. 4.PATINA RUG, anthracite (D200xL290). Also available in grey, gold, brick and 
turquoise colours. 5.Fabric OTTOMAN (L58xD58xH42) with leather contrast piping. Also 
available in leather.

Solare
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Elena and Silvio had met on the slopes of 
Sestriere. For Silvio it was love at first sight. 
Whereas at every family dinner Elena would 
tell the story of how she fell in love after bang-
ing her head during an off-piste descent. Now 
the boys are grown up, they often return to 
Sestriere, both in summer and in winter. For 
a romantic getaway, says Silvio. To do some 
skiing, Elena says. "Sooner or later I'll hit my 
head again and leave you for a younger man," 
she jokes. Silvio doesn't laugh. He goes back 

to the hotel, pays the bill and, claiming to 
have an unexpected errand in the city, packs 
his wife into the car and takes her home. A 
few hours later, they are on the sofa watching 
Matteo watering the plants in the garden while 
Carletto reads the newspaper. Elena has a 
glass in her hand, and glances at Silvio. "What 
was that unexpected errand?". Silvio stretches 
out a bit. The sofa is a romantic place too. And 
what's more, it's hard to hit your head when 
you're sitting on it.

Head over heels
di Morgana Animobono
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Curioso
Everything you could 
want from your sofa.

1.CURIOSO fabric SOFA with chaise longue 
(L283xD170/106xH77/99). Also available in leather and mi-
crofibre, in over 100 colours.  Available in other configurations. 
2.CERAMIC FAT PLANT artisan hand-made product (Ø15).

2

1

SOFA BED
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Storage chaise longue 
and contrast piping.

Choose your favourite colour.

3.GENTILE crystal COFFEE TABLE (L51x-
D40xH59).   4.CUSHIONS FROM THE SORRISI 
COLLECTION (L50xD50). Available in a variety 
of coverings, shapes and colours. 

Next page 
5.FORTUNATO ceramic VASE (L13xD13xH13.5). 
6.PATINA  RUG, anthracite (D200xL290). Also 
available in grey, gold, brick and turquoise colours. 

3

4

A  C O L L E C T I O N  O F  S T O R I E S

It happened during an early evening in late 
summer. The golden rays of a spent sun fil-
tered through the half-closed shutters. His 
wife entered the house, slipped off her san-
dals in a fluid movement and entered the 
long, dimly lit corridor, swinging her hips. 
He observed her, his eyes focused intently 
on her moist back. She filled a glass of wa-
ter and drank, tilting her head back. Some-
thing in him short-circuited. He went over 
to her and brushed his lips past her dan-
gling earrings. What are you doing? Never 

mind. Their hands grew faster and faster, 
while their words withered in their throats. 
Their clothes lay at the foot of the sofa. He 
retraced every inch of that familiar body, 
the silver hair that had eluded its hold and 
lay spread out over the fabric, the count-
less lines, stretch marks and wrinkles. And 
it was like none of them had never existed, 
like it was the first time, the very first, and 
the preceding twenty-five years had been 
nothing but a joke, a hot and sweaty instant 
on a late summer evening.

The first time in August
by Francesca Delcarro
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Brivido
Maximum comfort, 
minimum space.

1.BRIVIDO leather corner SOFA with corner termi-
nal (L271xD138/98xH95). Available in different con-
figurations. 2.BRIVIDO OTTOMAN (L98xD71xA43). 
Also available in fabric and microfibre, in over 
100 colours.  Available   in  different  configurations. 

1

2 4

3

RECLINER SOFA
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The contrast stitching on the armrests, for even more style. 

On previous page
3.PATINA RUG grey (D200xL290). Also available in anthracite, gold, brick and tur-
quoise colours. 4.SAHARA RUG, rope   colour  (D190xL270). Also  available  in  beige. 
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Astuzia
The intelligent side 
of comfort.

1.ASTUZIA leather corner SOFA (L257xD257xH97). 
Also available in fabric and microfibre, in over 100 
colours. 2.Fabric OTTOMAN (L58xD58xH42) with 
leather contrast piping. Also available in leather.  

Available with USB port so you can connect your 
devices and use them while seated in comfort.

Available in a variety of configurations,
including: three-seater sofa 

(L219xD101xH97).

RECLINER SOFA

1

2
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Cubicomfort™ Triple-Motion Technology: three indipendent and power motion          
mechanisms for each seat.
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Marta
Enjoy the embrace 
of tradition.

1

4

3

2

1.MARTA leather armchair (L92xD98xH96). 
2.MARTA leather OTTOMAN (L61xD61xH47). 
Available in over 100 colours. 3.OPALE 
CONSOLE with coffee colour powder coat-
ed metal structure, beaver finish top and 
bronze colour glass (L40xD100xH61.50). 
Also available with anthracite colour pow-
der coated structure, grey elm finish top 
and smoked colour glass. 4.PATINA RUG, 
brick (D200xL290). Also available in an-
thracite, grey, gold and turquoise colours.

This wing back chair brings to life old- world 
charm.
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Index of the collection

Audacia, 52 Carisma, 86 

Estasi, 18

Leale, 38Estroso, 72

Sofas
Our collection of sofas is an expression of superior comfort, quality, versatility, and variety of shapes, 
colours, materials and sizes. Choose the model you prefer based on your habits, your lifestyle and 
your living space.

Curioso, 98
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Talento, 12Quiete, 34 Astuzia, 106 Brivido,  102

Stupore, 66

Solare, 92

Trionfo, 60

Recliner sofas
A collection of "motion" sofas equipped with cutting-edge recliner functions to customise your 
comfort according to your needs. Discover the innovative features of each model.

Meraviglia, 76
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Fascino, 30 Garbo, 42

Meraviglia, 80 Stellare, 22

Sofa beds
Six practical, functional and easy-to-use sofa beds: they become comfortable beds in just 
a few seconds. Check out our collection for the daytime and the nighttime.

Lunare, 46

Bed
Lunare, available with large storage compartment and a two-position opening mechanism: 
the first for easily making the bed, the second for storing bedlinen and other objects.
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Calma,  70 Leale, 41

Marta, 110Talento, 14

Armchairs
"Silent companion over years of creative vigils": this is how the writer Dino Buzzati described his 
armchair. Armchairs with a modern design or a vintage inspiration, recliners and revolving chairs. 
Each of the armchairs in the Natuzzi Editions collection is designed to become an inseparable 
companion for your moments of relaxation.

Apostrofo, 12 Cabaret 90x90,  40-85-69-89

Cabaret 45x45,  79 Gentile, 18-100

Lindos, 21-74

Coffee tables
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Flatweave, 21-32-36-40-45

Origins, 15-22-45-47-52-62-69-89

Sahara, 36-40-48-74-104

Patina, 74-94-100-104-111

Mad Man,  32-62-89

Rugs

Musa, 62-89-94

Narciso, 21-47

Narciso, 69

Bookcases and sideboards

Vanitosa, 36-42
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Opale, 25-47-111 Perla, 32-45

Consoles and writing desk

Plant pot cover Coccola, 40-42

Home fragrance Incanto , 55-89

Vase Cordiale,  22-47

Vase Bravo, 79-85

Ceramic fat plant, 32-40-45-69-98

Accessories

Vase Fortunato, 21-92-100
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Vase Lindo, 52Vase Guizzo, 22-36-124

Vase Pacifico,  55-62 Vase Sagace,  21

Ottoman, 32-48 Ottoman with piping,  21-40-52-94-106

Storage ottoman, 52-62-76

Ottomans
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Square or rectangular cushion, 
available in over 15 colours.

Square or rectangular cushion, 
available in over 30 colours.

Cushions

Abbraccio Collection, 36-55-62-69 Sorrisi Collection, 18-32-40-45-74-79-85-89-100

All illustrations and descriptions of products contained in this catalogue are for indicative purposes only. We have tried our best to reproduce colours and finishings 
as faithfully as possible. However, we cannot guarantee their exact correspondence with those of real product. The representation of colours is limited and may 
vary according to print settings. Natuzzi S.p.A. reserves the right to amend and/or change aesthetics and/or functions and/or structures of products without any 
prior notice and as soon as any of the aforementioned are deemed necessary for commercial or manufacturing purposes. Some products shown in this catalogue 
may not be available in your Country. Contact the nearest store for more information. Natuzzi S.p.A. declines all liability for any printing errors or omissions. 
This Natuzzi Editions catalogue was printed in December 2018. 2018 Natuzzi S.p.A. All rights reserved. Any unauthorised reproduction, even partial, copying, 
distribution, modification or use of contents (in any way) is strictly forbidden. 
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Incantevole, 48

Bed Linens



The history of 
the Italian sofa. 

In 1959 Pasquale Natuzzi opened his first workshop making leather 
sofas. At the beginning of the ‘70s, without losing its vocation for 
craftsmanship, Natuzzi evolved into a high-quality industrial organi-
sation. In the ‘80s, its sofas with their casual style, coloured leather 
and beguiling comfort conquered the hearts of consumers all around 
the world. At the start of the ‘90s, the Natuzzi Group was listed on 
Wall Street. Today the Natuzzi Group is a global player in the furniture 
sector and the name Natuzzi embodies the history of the Italian sofa.



The name of comfort, since 1959


